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Abstract
This paper speculates on the possibilities for planning for language maintenance in one particular case. It
considers the pros and cons of using Quechua in schools serving Quechua-speaking communities in rural
highland Puno, Peru, from the point of view of its bearing on Quechua language maintenance.
The paper is based on a two-year ethnographic sociolinguistic study in two communities of Puno. The study
compared uses Quechua and Spanish in the communities and their schools, one of which participated in a
bilingual education project. It also compared attitudes of community members toward the two languages. The
paper draws from the findings of the research in discussing two questions:
1. Can language maintenance be planned?; and
2. Can schools be agents for language maintenance?
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SHOULD .QUECHUA BE USED IN PUNO'S RURAL SCHOOLS? 
Nol'l¢y.Hornberger 
University oi Pennsylvania 
This·· paper specuhte& on the possibilities for plenninc:~ for 
·language maintenance in one particular caae. It considers the pros and 
cons of using. Quechua in echoola serving Cuechua-speaking communities 
in ru:-al hi9hhnd Puno, Peru, from the point of view of its beering on 
Cuechua.language 1\aintenance" 
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two c:o!l~un:l,~i,.s of Puno.• The at.udy co111pared use.s of Quechua 
Spanish . in .. the · commuriitiea and · their schools, one o£ which 
participated in a bi'lil'lgual educati()n proJect. It also coil\parec 
' . . . . 
attitudes. 6£ com'JIIunit,y ·•ue.a~era. toweidc.the.·two languages; -·Tbe · paper 
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draws £roll.·· the findings o£ the research. in discussing t~o queationa: 
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1. . Cart language aaintenance 'be pl~nned?: · and 
Pl~nninq for Lansu~qe M~inten~nce 
Elsewhere <Hornberger 1985: 435-489> I discuss ~ number of extr~-
2 linguistic factors involved in language maintenance/retention as they 
relate to the case of Cuechua in Puno end conclude that the net effect 
of these factors as they exist now is neither strongly favorable nor 
strongly unfavorable for the maintenance of the Cueehua language. What 
would be required !or the balance to be tipped in favor of Quechua 
language maintenance? 
While in the past conditions h~ve been more favorable for Guechua 
:naintenance, they are becoming less so. Regardless of whose language 
maintenance/language shift terainology we use, the three principal 
factors involved in the unfavorable side of the prognosis for Quechua 
language aaintenance in Quechua-speaking communities of Puno, are: 
a> the decreasing isolation o£ Quechue speakers: 
b> the low status and powerlessness of Cuechua speaker3: and 
c) the low prestige and restricted use of the Quechua langucge. 
By 'decreasin9 iaolstion of Quechua speakers', we refer to an 
over~ll phenomenon which embraces a number of char~cteristics described 
by acudenta of language maintenance and language shift. Paulston sees 
language shift as "an indicator of integration into the environing 
society" <1978: 314 >, and posits isolation as one of three maJor 
independent variables which define the nature of the relationship 
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between subordinate end superordinate ethnic 9roups end the process of 
integration <1978>. Gaarder <1977: 421-423> names factors of relative 
social ioolation, size and homogeneity of group, existence of marked 
language monolingual group, access and resource to renewal from a 
hinterlcnd, and reinforcement by immigration and inlll.igration all of 
which are relevant, for the Quechua case, to this same phenolllenon of 
decreasing isolation. Kloss' <1966: 206-252) factors of religio-
societal isolation and the existence of language islands apply here. 
Fishman' o references to intactness of the group, rural versus urban 
residence <1966: 442-445>, dislocation of the local economy, decreasing 
concentration of population, relative isolation fr6m speakers of other 
languages and from industry <1980}, and concentration and separation o£ 
the group <1982: 21) are all embraced in this factor of decreasing 
isolation as well. 
The factor of Quechua speakers' low status in the Peruvian nation 
and in the Deportment of Puno corresponds to factors discussed in the 
literature as well. Paulaton' a two other aaJor independent variables 
for defining ethnic integration are: the origin of · the contact 
situation and the degree o£ control over access to scarce resources, 
both of which contribute in the Quechua case to Quechua speakers' low 
eta~us and powerlessness. Gaarder's status o£ bilingual groups re!ers 
also to this aspect. 
Fin.~lly, the low prestige and restricted use of Quechu;:; include 
Gaarder's factors of the relative usefulness of each language, the 
. !unction o£ eech hnguage in social advance·, the literary-eultural 
v.-:~1u>.:~ o:f each languase. and speci.olized use by topic, donllin, and 
interlocutors. Kloss' consideration of the former use of the language 
as the official tongue is a question o£ language prestige. Fishman 
also includes the prestige of the language among his factors <19G6>. 
Note that this :£actor may perhaps best be considered as a secondary 
rather than a primary :£actor~ it ll\ay be thought of not &o 111uch as an 
independent :£actor in language ahi:£t as a concomitant by-product o:£ a 
situation already tending towards language ehi:£t. 
With the two priPary factors in mind, we can return to the 
question: what would be required for the balance to be tipped in favor 
o:£ Ouechua language 111aintenance? We attenpt an answer by considering 
each primary factor separately. 
The significance of the isolation factor for Quechua language 
maintenance is rooted in the difference between maintenance of a 
language in a monolingual vs. e bilingual context. Albo (1977: 5> has 
described a rigidly dual-structured society where double monolingualis~ 
prevails; that is, where only the doDinant minority speaks only 
language A, and only the oppressed maJority speaks only language B. He 
notes that this extre;~~e situ.:stion did exist in the Andes in the past. 
Such a situation would be. in Fishman's terminology, one of diglossi'=l 
withr.:Jut bilingu-3lism and is "characteristic of polities that are 
economically underdeveloped and unmobilized, combining groups th~t are 
lod~ed int·~ opposite extremes of the social spectrum" <1'367: 34>. In 
contrast, toc!ay, with increasing numbers of bilinguals, the situation 
in the Ouechud-speaking communities and the Depart~ent o£ Puno is 
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becoming one of diglossi~ with bilingualis~. Such a situation is 
relatively stable if, accordin9 to Fishman, the members of the speech 
community have "av.;~ilable to them both a range of comparti1entali:zed 
roles as well as ready access to these roles" <1967: 32>. These roles 
are compartmentalized, or kept separate, "by dint of association with 
quite separate <though colftplementary> velues, domains o£ activity and 
everyday situations" <Fishman 1967: 32>. In sum, the £act o£ decreasing 
isolation for Quechua speakers does not in and of itself 11\ean that the 
balance for Quechua language lftaintenance need be unfavorable, as long 
as a wide remge o£ ·accessible and separate roles, domains, and 
situations can be maintained for each language. 
Turning to the second o:f the two primary factors, the low status 
of Quechua speakers, we find that its si9nificance as a factor in 
Quech~a lan9uage ~aintenance is rooted in whether there is a 
possi!::>i li ty for Quechua speal~er.s to advance their status within the 
Peruvian nation without :foraa~ing their language in the process. It is 
essential for the maintenance ot' a lftarked language that the society's 
primary reward systems be pointed in the direction o£ aaintenance 
CFishnan 1982: 21). 
The Gu~chua-speoking communities have lived by subsistence but are 
incre~:~.singly unoble to survive in thot way. All the communities I 
visited included members who were virtually destitute save for the bare 
existence they ~anaged to eke from their land <10-26-83>. 3 The creed of 
most contemporary Peruvians, both Quechua-speaking and non-Quechua-
sp~aking. is the need to "superarse", which, translated freely, means 
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to pull oneself up by the bootstraps. Heretofore, as I have described 
elsewhere <Hornberger 1985: 47~81>, the only possibility to do so, to 
le~v~ behind the poverty and handicap o£ being a Quechu~-speaking 
co~munity member, has been to leave the community and all it stands for 
and seek one's fortune in the Spanish-speaking urban environnent. 
It is the &cme for these Quechua speckers in Peru as for the 
Spanish-speaking groups in the US which Ruiz refers to in the following 
statement: "(the importance of this coincidence lies inl language 
issues beco:ning linked with the problems asgociated with this 
group--poverty, handicap, low educational achievement, little or no 
social mobility" <1984: 19). Just as in the United States, the term 
bilingual is used by many interchangeably with the concept of Spanish-
speaking in origin, so in Peru, many say bilinoiie when they mean 
Guechua-speaking in origin. In both cases, the connotations of the 
term point un3ist~ke~bly to the putatively inferior ~ocial orisins and 
status of the billngual <compare Haugen 1979: 73). 
• 
No wonder then that Quechua speakers, however unsuccessfully, see~ 
to divest themselves of the trait which identifies them with inferior 
social status. This produces language shift. On the other hanc!, i£ 
social advancement came to rely less on language criteria, the balance 
could be tipped in favor of Quechua lan9uage maintenance. 
In sum, Quechua language ll\·:tintenance would require a situ.::~.tion 
charac~~rized by at least two conditions, one of the~ more linsuistic 
and the other more social. The first condition would be stable 
diglossia with its concomitant wide, compartJRentalized and accessible 
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range of role&, domains, and aituations; the aecond, potential 
individual social aobility and advanceaent regardless of doainant 
language. How likely is it that these two conditions will obtain in 
Peru, or in the Departaent of Puno; and what role can planning play in 
achieving thea? 
The officialization of Quechua <Decree Law 21156. May 27, 1975; 
aee Coaercio 1975, and for diacuaaion. Hornberger 1985: 47-81> wa& an 
instance of a policy which broke away froa the language-as-problea 
orientation which has characterized language planning in general <Ruiz 
1984: 18> and in Peru in particular, and represented a language-as-
resource orientation instead. Such a policy had the potential to go a 
long way toward the eliaination of the auto:aatic association of the 
Quechua language with inferior &ocial statue. Indeed, a& I can te&tify 
froa personal observation at the tiae of the Quechua officiali:zation, 
Quechua &peakera in urban contexts who had firaly denied they knew any 
Quechua at all were fro• one day to the next auddenly heard to apeak 
it. 
Moreover, the Quechua officialization occurred in a context of an 
Educational Refora. an Agrarian Refora, and a Social Property Reform 
under Velasco 1 s Revolution, all of which were designed to proaote 
participation in Peruvian &ociety by all aector& of the population 
<Hornberger 1985: 47-81). Certainly these· reforas ca:ae closer to 
addre&&ing the low &tatu& of Quechua &peaker& than any other governaent 
policy before or since in thi& century. Unfortunately. none of theae 
reforaa was allowed to freely operate long enough to achieve it& 
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desired goals. Other interests in Peruvian society have, by this date, 
slowed, stopped, and in soae cases even reversed, those reforas Csee, 
for exaaple, Hornberger 1985: 47-81, 160>. Until reforas such as these 
can be pursued and deepened in Peru, it seeas unlikely that auch 
progress will be aade in iaproving the status o£ either Quechus 
speakers or the Quechua language. 
Nevertheless. it should be eaphasized that the problea here cannot 
be attributed to the planning efforts in the•selves but rather to the 
overall instability o£ the governaent. For any particular policy to 
survive long enough to be effective. it would have to be able to 
withstand the frequent shifts o£ governaent in Peru. Until such a 
policy is developed and actually illple•ented. the effectiveness of 
planning as an agent of language aaintenance cannot be assessed for 
this case. 
What of the condition that a wide range of accessible and separate 
roles, doaains, arld situations be •aintained for each language? 
Elsewhere I have docuaented the existence of an ideal aaong Quechua 
speakers which holds to separation of the two languages by do•ain: the 
non-ayllu doaain for Spanish and the doaain for 
4 Quechua (Hornberger 1985: 215-381). I also describe the increasing 
overlay between the two doaains by a third doaain--co•unidad, where 
both languages are used and the choice of one over the other depends on 
the eleaents of Hyaes' acronya 5PEAKING5 and individual factors. A 
pertinent question here would be whether the coaunidad doaain appears 
to be aaking aore inroads into the W!.Y. or the non-ayllu do•ain. A 
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pertinent response would be to consider the c~se of the deoortes 
("sports"} setting in the co~unidod domain <see Hornberger 1985: 
4747478}. The net effect of the comunidad domain for community members 
appears to be greater exposure to Spanish rather than greater 
opportunity to use Cuechua. 
The roles, domains, and situations associated with Quechua are 
becoming reduced rather than expanded <compare Albo 1977: 6-7>. For the 
balance to be tipped in favor o£ Cuechua language maintenance, efforts 
will need to be made to counteract this trend. The policy of QuE>chua 
o£ficialization addressed this need by calling for the implementation 
of Quechua in the schools and the courts, and by the Ministries and the 
Ar:ned Forces. Nevertheless, as noted above, this planning effort was 
not allowed to operate long enoush to achieve its intended effect. An 
assess~ent of the effectiveness of planning in achieving language 
Maintenance is stymied for the case of Quechua in Peru by the fact that 
language planning itself is stymied. 
In this context· of heretofore failed Quechua lonc.;:u~ge plonning. 
let us consider susgestions given by Quechua•speakers the~selves as to 
what might be actively done to preserve Cuechua, i.e., what planning 
steps mi9ht be taken. Out of 37 community me~bers I interviewed on a 
range o! topics related to language, only eight had any sugg~stions at 
all !or preserving Quechua (eee Hornberger 1985: 204-208 for ~ 
description o£ the interview procedure and saaple>. The few who did 
have suggestions ~ent.ioned epealdns Quechuo more, speaking it in all 
situations and roles, and writing· it 8$ aeans to preserving it 
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·.•'.,:· 
' . .. ·, __________ ., __ 
<Hornberger 1985: 268-269). 
Quechul!l profession.:~ls interviewed had further sussestions. Some 
of these focused on attitudin~l factors, some on expanding Quechua to 
new channels (or modes), and some on exp~nding Quechua to new domains. 
As to attitudes, one suggested that community members should be given 
en orientation meeting to counteract their current reasoning: end two 
that they should be told or made not to be ashamed. As to channels, 
three recommended having news programs in Cuechua on the radio, making 
books, poetry, songs and records in Cuechua available, especially for 
Cuechua speakers in the urban context, and in all cases using well-
spoken and well-written Quechua: and three emphaai2ed that written 
Ouechua .should be standardized. As to domains, four recommended the 
use of Ouechua in the schools to help preserve Cuechua. 
In sum, the Quechua profession~ls advised takin9 steps to rid 
Quechu~ speakers of their shame of speaking Quechua, and to expand the 
use of Quecbu~:~ to the written and media channels as well as to new 
domains such as urban and school. Note here that they only recommended 
steps which were already partly iaplenented. Language behavior is 
usually quite conserv~tive. Note teo that we confront in Peru the same 
popular· misconception Fishnan reports for the United States, namely 
that "bilingual edu-:::ation fosters maintenance of the marked languages 
to which i~ alloca:es formal educational functions" (19$2: 21). 
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Schools and Lanquaqe Maintenance 
This brings us, then, .to our second policy que~tion: can schools 
be agents for language •aintenance? Elsewhere <Hornberger 1985: 
490-550) I describe the ambiguous outcome of a bilingual education 
proJect (Proyecto Ex-oerimental de EducaeiO'n Bilingue-Puno: PEEB> in one 
Puno community, Kinsachata, wherein pupils and teachers benefited from 
PEE3 methods and materials and the increased use o! Quechua in the 
classroom: but the community reJected the program after three years of 
impleBentation. From this experience, a two-part conclusion may be 
drawn: first, that the use of Quechua in the classroom is advantageous 
for both education and the Quechua language; second. that despite the 
above, schools cannot be agents for language maintenance if their 
communi ties. for whatever reason. do not want them to be. Let us 
consider each of these conclusions separately. 
According to my research in Puno, the principal difference between 
language use in the non~PEEB ~nd the PEEB schools resided in the fact 
that in the PEEB school the use of Quechua was expanded absolutely, 
linguistically and sociolinguistic~lly. In other words, more Quechua 
was used by both pupils ~nd te.:Jcher.s: a mon;~ complete form of Quechua 
wa.s used: and Quechua was used in domains and channels in which it was 
not used in the non-PEEB school <Hornberger 1985: 411-434>. The 
principal outcome of these differnces was the improved communication of 
educational content in the PEES school <Hornberger 1985: 490-532>. Such 
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on improvement is indicative of improved educ~tion for Quechu~-spea~ins 
pupils through the PEEB school. 
The record of traditional schools in successfully educatin3 
Quechua-speaking pupils is not good. As is well known, drop-aut rates 
are high. The 1981 census reported that in the Department of Punp, 29~• 
of the p6pulation over 15 had no education, and 34% of the population 
over 15 hod completed only froa one to four years of priaary school. 
When the population between five and 15 years of age was included, the 
percentages were 27~ and SO~ respectively <Instituto Nacional de 
Estadfstica 1982: 147). 
Perhaps more important than this, however. ia the fact tha~ eve~ 
for those pupils who do stay in school, proportionately little 
education occurs. This is because of what may be called the overo:l 
slow-down in education. This slow-down is due in part to the sma.!.l 
percentage of ti:ae-on-task relative to time in school, which I have 
described elsewhere <Hornberger 1985: 355-367). Yet over and above 
that, further slow-down occurs within ti~e-on-task as a direct result 
of the teacher's failure to communicate and the pupils' failure to 
understand. Each task takes far too long to complete; PU?ils spend 40 
minutes copying what should tcke five minutes to copy. E.:~ch le.s"'c•:-. 
takes far too long to convey; the teacher ll\ust go over the sa!:le 
material £or three or four class periods until the pupils c~n learn by 
rote what they cannot grasp by reasoning, since reason is depend~nt on 
language. Each grade takes tao many years to complete. The result is 
that pupils spend far too much time in school for remarkably little 
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result. 
Table 1 show& repeater&' rates for two non-PEEB school& in the 
Puno communities of Vi&allani and Pu•iti. These rate& reflect only the 
pupils who were registered in that particular school for both years. 
Table 1 
PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS REPEATING, BY GRADE 
GRADE 
First Second Fifth Sixth 
SCHOOL 
Viaallani 
1983 23~ 27~ 19~ 25~ 
Puaiti 
1983 36~ 
--· 
24~ 
--· 
Puaiti 
1982 67~ 50~ 28~ 
--· 
• - Record& unavailable. 
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In aany cases, pupils transfer froa one school to another, often 
repeating grades and :finishing in seven, eight, or nine years rather 
than six. Other students never finish at all if they repeat too •any 
ti!Res: they get so big that they are eabarrassed to be in school 
<9-24-63>. Even so, ten of the pupils in Pu111iti's upper grades were 
15-16 years old. 
It would require several years of effective functioning of the 
PEEB before we would be able to quote drop-out rates and repeaters' 
rates that aight indicate precisely how auch the use o:£ Quechua in 
school iaproves this situation o:£ educational slow-down. However, at 
this point in tiae, we can say that the aore effective coaaunication o:£ 
content in the PEEB classroo111 aakes it likely that pupils in those 
classrooas will not only grasp aore educational content than their non-
PEEB counterparts, but will do so with a aore efficient use o:£ tiae. 
Hot only drop-out rates and repeaters' rates but also illiteracy 
rates indicate the overall :failure o:£ the traditional schools to 
coaaunicate educational content. Illiteracy rates are high in the 
Departaent of Puno; the 1961 census records 32% of the population over 
15 <and 33:¥ o:£ the population over :five) as illiterate <Inatituto 
Nacional de Estadistica 1962: 166). Yet these rates do not include in 
any systeaatic way the coaaon case of a foraerly "literate" person who 
is now :functionally illiterate. Literacy loaa in the Quechua-apeaking 
coaaunitiea is a coaaon and well-known occurrence. An individual who 
attends school for one, two, or three years and '"learns to read"", later 
'"forgets'" how to read. Since aost of the reading that occurs in non-
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PEEB school& con&i&t& of pronouncing the sound& of Spanish without any 
understanding, it is not surprising that this &kill vanishes with the 
passage o£ years. 
The perennial literacy cla&&e& offered in each co~a~auni ty. under 
the auspices o£ the national ALFIN <Al£abetizacion Integral 
Nacional--National Integrated Literacy Prograa>, at best only repeat 
the &aae ai&take of teaching fora without content. All text& and board 
writing observed in literacy cla&&e& were in Spanish <e.g.. 11-6-82, 
10-22-83>. Soae had culturally appropriate subJect aatter <10-22-83>, 
and &oae did not <11-6-82, 8-18-83>. At worst, these cla&&e& do not 
even aake any real atteapt to teach reading but only serve as political 
footballs £or would-be coaaunity leaders <8-20-83, 9-21-83, 9-24-83, 
10-15-83, 10-22-83, 10-29-83>. In either case, little literacy is 
acquired. The £ew woaen attending the literacy classes in both 
Visallani and Kinsachata did not appear to be engaged in the process o£ 
learning, but, like their children in school, were trying to learn the 
appropriate £oras by rote. This contrasted with the exaaple o£ two 
woaen at the Vi&allani literacy cla&& who asked to see the Quechuc 
texts, and, after seeing thea, requested enthusiastically to have thea 
£or their literacy classes <10-29-83>. 
The use of Quechua in school i& advantageous for iaproved 
coa•unication of educational content in Quechua-&peaking coJRJtunitie&. 
It is also advantageous £or the aaintenance o£ the Quechua language, 
since it extend& the use of Quechua into a new doaain. We Jtentioned 
above that one o£ two condi tiona £or the aaintenance o£ the Quechua 
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lGnguGge is that G wide range of accessible Gnd separate roles, 
doll\ains, Gnd situGtions be lftaintGined for eGch lGnguGge. We dso 
11.entioned that inroads into the Quechua ayllu doaain are occurring 
through the growth of the coaunidad doaGin where SpGnish GS well Gs 
QuechuG is used. In this context of G diainishing rGnge of doaGins for 
Quechua, the use of aore Quechua in the non-ayllu doaain, i.e., the 
school in the coaaunity, llGY contribute to the llGintenGnce of a wider 
range of roles and situations for the Quechua language. 
It aust be recognized, however, thGt such G use of QuechuG 
involves a draaatic change in language use patterns in the 
coaaunities. Even with the increGsing encroGchaent on the Gyllu doaGin 
by the coaunidGd doaGin, the ideGl pGttern of lGnguGge use which aost 
QuechuG speGkers still hold to is QuechuG for the ayllu doJR.ain and 
SpGnish for the non-Gyllu doaGin. The use of Quechua in the non-Gyllu 
doaGin flies in the fGce of this ideG1. 
Moreover, such G use of QuechuG requires G chGnge in coaaunity 
expectGtions Gbout educGtion. Coaaunity aeabers regGrd the purpose of 
the school in their aidat, and in fact tolerate ita existence there, as 
a aeana for their children to acquire Spanish, and especially, literacy 
skills in Spanish <Hornberger 1985: 462-465, 472>. The use of Quechua 
in the school, especially written Quechua, flies in the face of this 
ideal as well. 
In view of thGt, our second policy question JRust be preceded by 
the question: will coaaunity aeabers allow schools to be Ggents for 
language aaintenance? In other words, will they allow the use of 
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Guechm:1 in their schools? W!'H1t Fi.ahman writes for the c-:~s'= of th':? 
United States is also true for the Peruvian case: 
Th~ basic pro~lem of whether the di~lectCs) should be 
used/t~usht in .school is probably not one that te-=tchers 
ehould solve by themselves, but, rather, one whic'h would 
benefit fro~ full and frank co~munity consideration. 
Languages live in communitites, and if they "belong" to 
anyone they belong to their speech co:nmuni ties. A 
community deserves to be consulted in connection with how 
the school makes use of "its" language, particularly if the 
.school undertakes to use it as a mediulll (1982: 18). 
Elsewhere <Hornberger 1985: 533-550l, I discuss the case of one 
co:n:nunity's reJection of the PEES and conclude that in that case at 
le.:~;:;t, the reJection did not imply that colllmunity members reJected 
their language altogether, but did imply a reJection of an experimental 
program imposed frcn outside which was perceived to potentially 
Jeopardiz~ their children. In addition, the reJection of the PEEB in 
that case may imply a reJection of the use of Quechua in schoo:. Given 
the cpportunity to c!o so, Cluechua-speaking communities may or may not 
chc.c•se to per::~ it the use of Quechua in their schools. Part o:f the 
reason for this has to do with the difference between com~unity 
expectations as to the role of schooling <i.e. that it is a means to 
learn Spanish) and the implicit assumptions that the PEEB and educators 
in general make -=tbout the role of &choolins <i.e. that it is a me~ns 
of teaching certain basic skills such as reading, writing, an~ 
arith~etic, and of developing the intellectual potential of e~ch 
child). 
Ther::? is in Peru a widespread belie! that the ocquisition of the 
Spanish ll:lngu.:tge constitutes the maJor content of forAa:!. educ.::ttion. 
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Furthermore, the identific~tion of Quechu~ with the community and the 
' tradition•lly strong distinction maintained between school and 
c:ommur.i ty . lUI)' combine to c~use community members to see the use of 
Cuechua in school as e threat to their community, end as a consequence, 
their individual, identity. This reinforces the identification of 
Spanish with education. 
Ogbu's discussion of cultur~l discontinuity is appropridte her-e. 
He argues that when we assume that cultural differences cause 
educability proble;as, we overlook the fact that "eor.1e discontinuities 
are inherent in formal schooling and. universally e:<perienced by 
c~ildren and that some other discontinuities may be transitional" 
Cl982: 292>. He goes on to distinguish between primary discontinuities 
which result from cultural developments before a particular population 
comes in contact with "Western-type•• schools; and secondar-y 
discontinuities which develop after menbers o£ two populations have 
been in cont;:sct, "ds a response to ;:s cont~ct situation, esptci~lly .:~ 
contact situation involving stratified domination" <1982: 298). The two 
types of discontinuities mcy coexist in "'">' 9iven situation. In the 
case o£ pril:lary discontinuities, .. non-Western people are willing to 
learn to overcome these discontinuities in order to succeed in school" 
(1982: 298>: whereas in the case o£ secondary discontinu1ties. 
there is a tendency !or subordinate-group me~bers to 
reinterpret their prillary cultural features in opposition 
to those of the dominant group... and <they> do not 
necessarily ••• give up their way o£ behaving in preference 
for the way of their superiors as long cs the struc:turi:d 
discontinuities between the two groups remain (1982: 300>. 
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These insights help to explain why Quechu~-speaking com~unity 
me~bers may choose to continue the use of Sp~nish only in their 
schools. Primary and secondary discontinuities coexi3t in the case of 
the Ouechuas. On one hand, the primary discontinuities resulting from 
the initial contact between the Ouechua-speaking communi ties and the 
Western-type schools introduced by the Peruvian government ~re ones 
which Quechua speakers are willing to learn to overcome in order to 
.succeed in school, especially since success in school is perceived as 
the way of improving one's overall status in society. On the other 
hand, the second~ry discontinuities which have resulted over the years 
of contact between Quechua speakers and the national Peruvian society 
and its schools, have led to the reinterpretation of primary cultural 
fe4tures. for eKarnple, the Quechua l~nsuage. in opposition to features 
of the do~in~nt, 5p~nish-spe~king sroup. This results in a reluct~nce 
to give up Cuechua, since it is the language of the eyllu do~ain, end 
is therefore sepl!lr~te ~nd distinct from 5panish, the language o! the 
non-avllu donain. 
Under this choice, the answer to the s<?cond policy question is 
obvious. 
schools, 
If coJ!Irnunity members oppose the use of Quechu'!2 in their 
the schools cannot be agents for Quechua language 
mainten::1nce. Even if coml!lunity members ;:are not C:irectly con.sulted as 
to policy for~ulation in this aat.ter, the experience of the PEEB has 
shown that community members een effectively impede the implementation 
of Ouechua in their school if they decide to. 
The choice to exclu~e Q\let:hu~ from the c.c::hool 111ay enhance other 
inflL:ences for Quechu::~ l~n3U~';te mainten~nce. It Jl\'l/ w<?ll be that by 
keeping the nan-ayllu donein and avllu domains well eep.;u-atec!, th~ 
el:clu::;ively, will be incre<3sed. 
imply that Cuechua S?eakers do not value their language. Cuechu . .:~ 
speakers may turn their attention to increasing the use of Cuechua in 
other do.:nains, such as in voluntary religious and cultural 
organizations in urban and rural areas, or in arenas of nor: -sc!'IOo! 
education such as the media, literacy campaigns, ar.c! so on. 
Particul,lX' 1 y as !!lOr~ Cu-ac!lua s~~akers get U.rough t~JE: acnae l ay~t·J::: .. 
success!ully, they, like the Cuechua pro£ession.sls I interviewed, :na;: 
ef!orts to prserve that language. 
Fin~!ly, the choice to exclude Guechu~ fro~ the sc~ools ~ay te t~e 
prinary rewa:d systens o£ t~e larger society do no:. new prc2ote and cic 
not appear to be moving toward promoting the use of Guechua in the 
larger society. In these ci:-cumst.ar.ces. it be~ooves Ot:ec!lua speakers 
to gt:ard their interepts by keeping the school es a Spanish proponer;": 
in the cc~munity. 
in favo~ o~ t~e t:se of Cuechua in the sc!lco!s. Just as e.~ 
with tension but ultimately ac::epted by co:nmuni':.y me;;~bers when it w.::s 
~erceiv-s:c to be of some advantage to them CHo:::nber;er 1985: 462-463'): 
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so the introduction of the use of Quechua in the schools. though 
currently fraught with tension, may ultimately be accepted by community 
aembers. It seems, though, that one or more of several conditions 
which held for the schools would have to be met for that to occur. 
first. the introduction of Quechua in the school would have to be at 
community members' request rather than imposed arbitrarily from 
outside; second, it would have to be not experiaental, but universal: 
and third. the priaary reward systeas of the society would have to 
reinforce it in order for community meabera to seek it. 
The first condition is one that the PEEB has increasingly sought 
to encourage. As of 1984, it is no longer the ProJect staff that 
designates which schools will iapleaent the PEEB; now, the PEEB 
responds to requests froa coaauni ties. Before beginning work in the 
community, the PEEB investigates the request by holding a aeeting with 
the community at which community ae•bers decide whether they want the 
PEEB or not. If they do want it, they must prepare a aolicitud (foraal 
application) requesting it. Many coaaunities request the PEEB on the 
basis of having observed ita successful application in a neighboring 
coaaunity. 
Currently, however, the PEEB staff finds that the most successful 
arguaent for convincing coaaunities to have the PEEB in their school is 
to demonstrate to the meabers that their children learn to read Spanish 
better through bilingual education than through traditional Spanish-
only education. To this end, at co•munity •eetings, PEEB staff ask 
PEEB pupils to read aloud before their parents in both Spanish and 
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Quechua. To this end also, PEEB research has focused on Spanish 
reading as a measure of the success of the bilingual program. 
In view of the above, our second policy question once again gets 
sidetracked to a prior question: does the use of Quechua in school 
foster Quechua language maintenance or not? If community members 
accept the use of Quechua in their schools only because it achieves a 
more effective teaching of Spanish, then those charged with the 
impleaentation of the prograa are likely to focus attention 
increasingly on the effective teaching of Spanish, and the type of 
bilingual education applied is likely to be increasingly transitional. 6 
Under these circuastances, Quechua language shift. rather than 
maintenance is likely to occur. Fishman has this to say about 
transitional bilingual education: 
If it is fortunate enough to be accoapanied by booaing 
econoaic opportunity <or unfortunate enough to be 
accoapanied by oppressive political repression>, it 
succeeds in transethnifying its charges and is therefore no 
longer needed. If it fails to accoaplish this goal under 
these circumstances it will be discontinued as 
ineffectual. Transitional bilingual education is thus 
daaned if it does and daaned if it doesn't and is clearly 
prograaaed to self-destruct (1982: 26). 
This is not the type of bilingual education that the PEEB is seeking to 
iapleaent in Puno. Rather, it seeks to iapleaent strong aaintenance-
type bilingual education <Hornberger 1985: 98-160). Even this, however, 
is not enough to affect Quechua language aaintenance. If transitional 
bilingual education programs are prograaaed to self-destruct, 
11aintenance bilingual education prograas are "constantly involved in 
delicate if not explosive intergroup probleaatics" <Fishman 1982: 26>. 
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If a bilingual education program is to make any contribution to 
language aaintenance, it must be an enrichaent bilingual education 
progra11. Enrichaent bilingual education is, according to Fish•an, "the 
best that bilingual education has to offer" <1982:26). 
I concluded the first section of this paper by noting that only in 
the context of a strong language maintenance stance in the whole 
society can any particular planning for langudge aaintenance have an 
effect. In the second section, we suggested that though schools alone 
cannot assure language maintenance, they can contribute to it if other 
aore powerful societal processes are pointed in that direction. Here 
we conclude that if schools are to make that kind of contribution, 
enrichment bilingual education is the aoat likely aeans for the11 to do 
so. 
We are now in a position to return to our second policy question: 
can schools be agents for language aaintenance? In the present 
national circuastances, coaaunity aeabers aight accept bilingual 
education in their schools if they were convinced that bilingual 
education more successfully taught their children Spanish, but in that 
case, the schools would not be agents for language maintenance. 
On the other hand, let us coneider the hypothetical case in which 
language 11aintenance planning efforts would be undertaken that would 
create the best possible situation for the Quechua language, i.e., a 
situation where the decreaeing isolation of Quechua speakers would be 
counterbalanced by an increasing range of roles and doaains for Quechua 
and Spanish, and where Quechua speakers' low status would be 
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counterbalanced by opportunities for social mobility and advancement 
regardless of language spoken. If co1utuni ty aeabers could be 
convinced, by real and visible signs in their national society, that 
the Ouechua language was being proaoted through policy and through the 
primary reward systeas, they aight accept bilingual education in their 
schools as a aeans to the aore effective education of their children. 
Under those conditions, the PEEB would be in a position to move into 
enrichaent type bilingual education, and the schools would be able to 
act effectively as agents for Ouechua language aaintenance. 
The situation in Puno, though it has its own peculiar cultural 
context. is not then so very different froa other world contexts. In 
every case, what is needed for successful language aaintenance planning 
and the effective use of schools as agents for language aaintenance is: 
autonomy of the speech coaaunity in deciding about the use of languages 
in their schools and a societal context in which priaary incentives 
exist for the use of one, two, or aultiple languages in that and every 
other doaain. 
1. The reeearch on which this paper is based was carried out in 1982 
and 1983 with the peraission and support of the Proyecto Experiaental 
de Educacion Bilingue-Puno CConvenio Peru-Republica Federal de 
Aleaanial in Puno, Peru, the Direccion Departaaental de Educacion in 
Puno, Peru, and the lnstituto Nacional de lnvestigacion ~ Desarrollo ~ 
la Educacion (IMIDE> in Liaa, Peru. Financial support caae froa the 
Inter-Aaerican Foundation and the u.s. Depart•ent of Education 
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<Fulbright-Hays). Their as~istance is gratefully acknowledged. 
2. Heath h~s recently <He~t~ ~n~ Harmcn, 1985) emp~osized tt diatinction 
between languag8 maintenance and language retention. Under this 
ar.d i~?le~entation directed from the federal or state polity toward a 
l~ngu~'?'e minority sroup to help the group keep its own langu~se ... 
Language retention would refer to "the language minority group's own 
behaviors, conditions, and values which support the indigenous 
language". In this paper, the general tert:l language maintenance is 
used throughout, but the discussion of language maintenance in the 
community corresponds to Heath's term language retention. 
3. A date within parentheses refer.& to an observation or quote in my 
field JOurnal on that date. 
4:. Note that my choic<: of the tern ~yllu to detdgn~te lanr;pJ~9'? domains 
is a c~oice which reflect3 t~e re~lity not only of language ua~ in the· 
community but also of social organization in the Ande.s. Ayllu i.s a 
Guechua term which is often tr~n.sloted as "f:::mil y'" and more often as 
"community". Its connotations include both genealogical and 
territorial rel~tedness amcns the memb-:rs of a particular ayllu. The 
terr. and the concept!5 it. represents have been well studied in the 
an~~rc?olcgical literature. See, for exaDple: Castro Pozo 1963: 483, 
Mishkin 1963: 441, Murra 1975: 25, Rowe 1963: 253, and Tschopik 1963: 
539. 
The ayllu domain. then. as definrad on the basis of ethno9raphic 
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observ~tion, includes ~11 those social si tu~t ions pert.::~ining to 
~traditi6na1" community life; that is, those aspects of community life 
which have maintained a continuous tradition since at least the comins 
of the Spanish to the New World. Conversely, the non-~ domain 
includes all those soci~l situ~tions resulting from the intrusion of 
the larger, national Peruvian society into the community terri tory. 
Social situation is used here to mean the JUncture of setting <time and 
place) and role-relationship. 
The ay!lu dom~in . ... consJ.s .... s o:! all .member-to-meBber role-
relationships in the following settings: <Al household and field; <B> 
faena (community work proJect>; <C> fiesta <in both the community 
itself and the district seat): and <D) free encounter within the 
com~unity confines, including the school grounds when school is not in 
session. Within the ayllu domain, Quechua is always spoken. 
The non-ayllu domain consists of all member-to-outsider role-
relationships in the followin9 settings: <E) the district seat; <Fl the 
school grounds when school is in session: and <G) free encounter within 
the community confines. Within the non-ayllu domain,; Spanish is always 
spoken. 
The cor.1unid~d dom·!1in is that dor.~ain in which the community mam!:lers 
function tosether as a "com::~unity'' in the sense in which the lorser 
Peruvian society defines that concept. This do:ni!!.in .is 11\ost visible in 
thoae situations where community aembers. come together for meetings, 
celebrations. or recreation in program formats which originated outside 
the "traditional" community ambience bu~ . which have now become 
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incorporatc;d into the couunity life tp·o. greater or lesoer degree. In 
this domain, both Spanish and Cuechua ere spoken •. 
5. I refer to the mne111onic device ptoposed by Hymes (1974: 53-62) 
where: 
5 otcnds for setting/scene 
P etanda for participants 
E atends for ends (both expected outcomes and latent goals) 
A atends for act (both message for111 and aesaage content) . 
K stands for key (tone and aanner) 
I stand& for instrumentalities Cchannel& and forme--language, 
dialect, variety, code, atyle) 
N stands for norm& Cintercction and interpretction) 
G stands for genres <such as poea, ayth, talk, comlllercial, 
lecture, editorial, prayer) 
&. I refer here to the bilin9u.'1l educotion typology offered by Fishman 
(1977: 27-31>: transitional/compensatory, maintenance, and enrichment: 
and corresponding, as Ruiz <1984) points out, to the three language 
·planning orientations: language"'ss-problea, language-as-right, 
•' ,·,. 
•ll •.. 
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